
1 million 
within the first month.

We buy a small batch 
of iPads and start customizing them 

for our clients with backgrounds, 
apps, and settings.

With a faster processor and refined 
design, the iPad 2 became known as 

a workhorse that could run six 
di�erent versions of iOS. We begin to o�er iPads 

prepaid with 3G data 
to our customers.

The third-gen iPad included the 
first-ever retina displays.

We start using Apple’s 
Configurator software to customize 

large numbers of iPads at once.

&Apple Meeting Tomorrow

300,000
iPads sold on the first day

Demand was strong 
from the beginning

First iPad Launches 
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iPad 2 Launches 
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The Third Generation iPad 

and iPad Mini Launches

How Meeting Tomorrow 
has harnessed Apple’s 

evolving iPad technology 
for our customers. 
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 The Air was thinner and lighter than 
the iPad 2 with upgraded cameras, 

making it great for events. 
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The iPad Air and Mini 2 Launches

We bulk up our 
inventory to over
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The iPad Air 2 and Mini 3 Launches

We begin providing iPad 
Kiosks, making it even 

easier for clients to show 
o� their content and apps.
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The iPad Pro, Pencil, iPad Air 2,
and the iPad Mini 4 Launches

We become the first provider of 
the Giant iTab, which emulates 

an iPad and lets audiences 
interact with apps and other 

demonstrations on a larger scale.Apple continues to innovate 
with a smart keyboard and a 
stylus designed for pressure 

sensitivity and angle detection.
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The iPad 6th Generation and 

iPad Pro 3rd Generation Launches
We fill our largest order ever, 

providing one client with more than
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In just two years, we more than double

 the amount of iPads provided to customers 
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We partner with a nationwide cell service 

provider to bring reliable, fast cellular data 
service to clients using our iPads

1,000
iPads.
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Today we have the largest iPad Inventory in the 

nation with over 6,100 iPads, including the 
new iPad Pro3, and can customize all of them 

to fit any client’s needs.

5,900 iPads
throughout the year.

Ready to learn how iPads can 
support your next event? 

Give us a call at (877) 633-8866

iPad Tech 
Throwback 


